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Barret t  Swanson

The Live Ones

He felt that they had escaped from their lives and duties, escaped from home and 
friends and run away together with wild and radiant hearts to a new adventure.

—James Joyce

Is any suffering like my suffering . . . My groans are many and my heart is faint.
—The Book of Lamentations

The nativity scene sat at the end of the driveway. Fresh snow confected 
the roof of the manger and the fleece of the attending lambs, even though 

these were actually just antique rocking horses covered with hundreds of cotton 
balls: the industry of Jeremiah’s nieces, no doubt, a craft from their homeschool-
ing group. Three wise men stood in a semicircle around Mother Mary, who held 
empty swaddling clothes. Such had been this week’s scandal. Someone swiped 
Baby Jesus, though the expressions of his visitors bore no corresponding despair, 
frozen as they were in plastic mannequin smiles. Creepy statues, lit from within. 
Since discovering the vandalism, Miriam—Jeremiah’s mother-in-law—had been 
half-bats. Who does that? What kind of world? Calls were made. Authorities notified. 
Missing posters tacked to community notice boards. Even hashtags were devised. 
#bringhimhome. #awaitinghisreturn. Various theories had been put forth: The 
mischief of troubled youth. A hate crime of area atheists. Thankfully, Jeremiah had 
been spared the worst of it. Had work. His wife, Sherri, explained to her parents and 
siblings that his term ran later than most universities. His college used trimesters, 
which was why he was arriving today, Christmas Eve, even though the rest of the 
family had been here all week. Both of her parents referred to him as a “professor.” 
Occasionally they tried to impress him with their expansive vocabularies, reaching 
for grandiloquence whenever he was around. Never mind the fact that he was only 
an adjunct instructor in new media studies, raking in a wage no better than that 
of a freshly hired barista. Apparently, the market value of latte art was comparable 
to that of a lesson on Nietzsche’s last man. Thus spoke the Budget Committee.
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 Jeremiah now held shopping bags swollen with presents and stood shivering 
at the edge of the lawn, a carpet of glistering snow. Overhead tree branches were 
scribbled across the indigo twilight, and his breath ghosted against them. Two 
pudgy angels—repurposed Mattel dolls with gauzy tulle wings—dangled from 
the boughs of the nearest tree, there to observe the messiah’s birth. Sherri’s father 
had rigged them up with a network of fishing wire, and gusts of frigid wind now 
tossed the cherubs here and there. One of them had been so disturbed by the ele-
ments that it hung by its ankle—the loose-limbed posture of Achilles dipped in 
the River Styx. The other angel’s neck was cocked brokenly to the right. If it were 
a Norman Rockwell, it would be called The Lynching of Seraphim. This was the 
game he and Sherri used to play during the early years of their marriage, giving 
everything a painting’s name. A family sitting in an Applebee’s booth, hunched 
over their phones, was dubbed Family, in Artificial Light. A new mother bedecked 
in yoga pants pushing a stroller while talking quarterly profits on her cell was called 
Everywoman: It’s All in Me.
 A cruel game. Reducing everyone to aesthetic dimensions, scenery, extras in the 
sitcom of their life. Such was the nature of marriage. To regard another person as 
the center of the world as much as you considered yourself to be. But the bodies 
of these infant dolls, thrown harshly back and forth in the gelid December wind, 
was having the effect of bringing the waiting room back to him, so he pulled out 
his phone to text Sherri that he had come.
 Well then come in, she replied.
 Before he could knock, the door swung open, discharging a blast of accusatory 
light, as though he’d been spotted by a prison-yard halogen. He squinted into the 
glare, holding up the bag of presents as though it were an excuse, an alibi.
 “Jeremiah!” Sherri’s father, Alan, boomed. “Man of lamentation! Merry Christmas,  
sport! Come in! Come in!”
 “In the flesh,” he said. “I’m here.”
 Alan was a diminutive man in a blue turtleneck and gray slacks, with the gentle 
disposition of a camp counselor. Promptly he unburdened Jeremiah of the shop-
ping bags and took his coat, depositing it in the foyer closet while fulfilling the 
obligation of asking about the drive.
 “A few bridges were dicey at times, but it was an altogether easy passage.”
 “An altogether easy passage,” Alan said, as though committing the phrase to 
memory. “Well, come on, professor. Everyone’s in the kitchen.”
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 The Portsmiths took Christmas seriously. Boas of evergreen were stretched 
across the fireplace mantel, and a hummock of clove-scented pinecones rested on 
the coffee table. A quilt bearing the visage of Saint Nicholas was draped over the 
spine of the sofa, the stitching somehow conveying the old man’s alcoholic flush 
and parchment jowls. How come no one ever remarked upon Santa’s dipsomaniacal 
ways? Absconding in the night and abandoning that long-suffering wife? Bumbling 
down chimneys and scarfing desserts? These were the recreations of a wino. The 
corner of the room was colonized by a colossal pine tree, shaggy and fragrant, 
festooned with bell ornaments and a constellation of colored lights. Beneath its 
branches were towers of presents, some with gilt ribbons and others with hand-
some bows.
 It was an annual affair, this Christmas Eve celebration at Sherri’s parents’ house, 
the old manor at the end of Vernal Drive. And it was, in fact, an event he and 
Sherri were contractually obligated to attend. Turned out that when his wife was 
a girl, her mother, Miriam, had drawn up a legal agreement stipulating that even 
after Sherri was married and started her own family, she’d return each year for 
Christmas. At the bottom of this document—which Miriam would retrieve from 
the filing cabinet and playfully brandish whenever Jeremiah broached the possibil-
ity of their spending Christmas with his own family that year—he found Sherri’s 
name, scribbled erratically in pink crayon, with a bloated heart drawn above the i. 
It was the signature of a girl barely old enough to tie her shoelaces, but regardless, 
the indenture still held sway, even twenty years later. Appealing to Sherri’s litigious 
instincts, Jeremiah often pointed out that most contracts had a sunset clause and 
that the document was likely null and void, seeing as she’d signed it as minor. And 
yet each time, Sherri would look at him solemnly and say, I made a promise.
 Tradition ran deep in this family. Every Fourth of July was spent at the cottage on 
Lake Wabasha, with Miriam cooking an edible American flag out of Rice Krispies, 
with Twizzlers for the stripes and blue Gushers as the backdrop for the marshmal-
low stars. Nothing like comestible patriotism. After lunch, there was croquet on 
the beach. After fireworks, there were bouts of Catch Phrase, with teams gendered 
and facetiously ruthless. At Thanksgiving, after the copious meal, everyone retired 
to the living room to watch Dances with Wolves, which always struck Jeremiah as 
an unsettling cinematic custom, especially since the coda of the movie seemed to 
anticipate the grim consequences of the Dawes Act and the long-standing strife be-
tween whites and Native Americans, but the family seemed truly touched by Kevin  
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Costner’s assimilation into the Sioux community. He seemed somehow to have 
returned to the origins of things, a realm of fierce turfism and sporadic calm.
 Everyone was in the kitchen, crowded around the island. Looked like the premise 
of an Ethics 101 problem. Overpopulation, scarce resources, a conspiratorial huddle. 
No exit. Hell is—what was it again? And did you pronounce it Sart or Sert-tah? He 
wasn’t sure. Here was his mother-in-law, Miriam, cuddling a big mixing bowl with 
one arm and deploying a whisk with the other. Here was Denise, Sherri’s sister, 
snuggled against her husband, Travis, a chiseled man with a GQ beard who wore 
a T-shirt that read faith & fitness: my daily devotions. And here was Sherri 
and Denise’s brother, Marvin, a glum, paunchy figure in a loose hoodie. Marvin 
was the middle child, troubled and sensitive, and Sherri had walked on eggshells 
around him ever since his suicide attempt in the tenth grade. And now here was 
Sherri, his wife of three years, bent over the kitchen table with their nieces, orna-
menting a gingerbread house with lurid gumdrops. Her eyes were darkened with 
kohl, her hair arranged in garlands of loose blond. She wore a black sweater over 
black leggings. Mourning clothes.
 Everyone at the island turned. “Jeremiah!”
 “Jeremiah!”
 “Everyone, look! Jeremiah!”
 “Jeremiah! Jeremiah!” they sang, a chorus of salutation.
 Hands were upon him, patting him fondly on the back. A little moppet—his 
niece—barnacled herself to his leg, screeching “Uncle Mia!” Distant music trilled 
from another room, a cheerless duet of piano and violin. Soon they were up from 
their stools, smothering him with hugs and dainty cheekbone kisses. Affluent  
affections.
 At the far end of the table, Sherri smiled, a tepid curve, an obligatory greeting. 
She did not move. An instrument glinted in her palm, a flash of metal, an insinu-
ation of treasure: tweezers, which she used to extract a misplaced gumdrop with 
surgical precision. Her nieces looked on, biting their lips with somber concentra-
tion. Quick flash to her face on the drive home from the appointment a few months 
ago, bundled in a parka and fingerless gloves, teeth chattering in the frozen car, 
drawing crude stars in the steam of the window. When she left for her parents’ 
house last week, he returned from campus to find a note on the sun-drenched 
kitchen table, written in prim, administrative script:

Remember your loans are due on Friday.
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 Helpful reminders from his cosigner.
 The island was occupied by a babel of concern about the missing Jesus. Ap-
parently more than just the manger had been vandalized. The McClintocks—three 
houses down—discovered ripped out pages from Tropic of Cancer scattered around 
their backyard, leaflets full of lurid scenes that scandalized their children. And the 
secretary of the Lutheran church on the square had arrived one morning last week 
to find a pentagram spray-painted in the snow of the front walkway. A Facebook 
campaign had been started, harkening this year’s war on Christmas, and some 
followers of the page, Miriam suggested, had been referring to these incidents as 
acts of terror.
 “Mom!” Marvin and Denise said in unison.
 “What?” Miriam said, “I’m not saying they were. I’m just telling you what people 
are saying on the Internet. Everyone’s very concerned.”
 Sounded like the title of some pamphlet on post 9/11 thinking. Everyone’s Very 
Concerned: 9/11 and the American Security State. Catching Sherri’s attention across 
the room, he screwed up his face into a loony scowl and nodded discreetly at his 
mother-in-law, but Sherri looked stoic and unamused. He found himself drifting to - 
ward the table and draping an arm over her shoulder. Look at the happy couple.
 “Can I get you anything?” Miriam said, still clutching the bowl and churning 
with a puritan intensity. “Perhaps some libations for the professor?” She proceeded 
to rattle off a menu of holiday beverages and nonalcoholic aperitifs—eggnog, 
peppermint coffee, Saint Nick’s grog—but Jeremiah declined. Being Calvinists, 
his in-laws eschewed spirits of any kind, and so Jeremiah had planned ahead, 
stowing a few airplane bottles of Jameson in his jacket, a little liquid encourage-
ment for the Christmas prayer he’d been assigned to deliver later this evening, 
a somber task entrusted to a different member of the family each year, assigned 
on a rotating schedule. Though he’d been part of the Portsmith clan for a scant 
half decade, this was the first time the burden had fallen to him. He hoped for 
some special dispensation since his atheism was well known in the family. But the 
e-mail came the first week of December. Perhaps this was covert proselytism, a 
larkish hope that the onus of the holiday prayer would be the first of many divine 
correspondences. Sherri insisted a dutiful recitation of the Lord’s Prayer would 
suffice. But something overtook him—a vestigial urge to please his in-laws, mixed 
with an academic’s inveterate curiosity—and he soon found himself on the floor 
of their den, surrounded by a cityscape of fusty old books, Pascal and Augustine, 
Kierkegaard and Tillich, a scene upon which Sherri would pause, leaning against 
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the doorjamb, her eyebrows drawn into alps of skepticism. I’m kind of getting into 
this, he’d said. Into this? she’d asked. Just keep it snappy. Doesn’t have to be a speech 
or anything.
 Now, in the kitchen, he reached for his back pocket, feeling for the folded con-
tours of his notes. Sherri had promised to screen the prayer before dinner, but she 
seemed wholly occupied by her gingerbread monolith there—a kind of Candyland 
brutalism—and it was unclear whether they’d have the time.
 She said, “Liza was just teaching Pops how to use ImmortweetilyTM.”
 Jeremiah turned now to Sherri’s grandfather. Wrinkled and attenuated, the old 
guy was enthroned in his wheelchair in the corner of the room, where Liza, their six-
year-old niece, having abandoned her toothsome architecture, was now conduct-
ing a tutorial of the app. “OK, Pops,” she chirruped at him, a helium-voiced child. 
“So now you have to consent to the data sweep. Here, no, just click that box. No, 
that’s just the terms. You just click the box. No, just, just—OK, now, swipe right.” 
The tableau of the old man bent over the gadget, his drooped expression washed 
in the alpenglow of the tablet as he acquired his plot in the virtual afterlife, could  
be a tenebrous painting. The chiaroscuro of a Rembrandt. An eternal scene.
 “The Digital Lazarus,” Jeremiah whispered into his wife’s hair.
 “What?” she said, aloud.
 “Nothing,” he said.
 “I still don’t get it,” Miriam said, pouring the contents of the mixing bowl over 
fillets of raw chicken.
 “It’s a young technology,” Jeremiah said, sliding into a professorial register, 
detailing the operations of the app. In essence, ImmortweetilyTM allowed users 
to exist in a binary afterlife. By compiling an exhaustive record of an individual’s 
public data—every tweet, Facebook post, blog, Yelp review, etc.—it would fashion 
an uncanny virtual personality, so that when the user died, the ImmortweetilyTM 
account would function as though the person were still living, posting without 
mortal interruption tweets whose content had been engineered via logarithm to 
mimic the general sensibility of the person in question.
 “So it’s like the person never died.” Jeremiah said. “So say Travis dies.”
 “Awwww,” everyone mourned. Travis crossed his arms over his faith & fitness 
T-shirt, then closed his eyes and stuck out his tongue. A cartoon of a poisoned man.
 “And say I posted an article to Facebook about the importance of cardio exercise, 
or something. A topic Travis would no doubt have an opinion on.”
 His brother-in-law nodded in assent.
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 “What would happen is that Travis, even though he’s physically no longer with 
us, would still be operating in the virtual world and could comment upon my post, 
responding in typical Travis fashion. Same interests. Same gusto.”
 “Seems like it would just make it harder for us,” Sherri said. “Those constant 
reminders that he’s gone.”
 Jeremiah held her eyes. The room contracted. Quick flash to the day of the ap-
pointment. The sign on the awning. As if any of this was planned. Waiting room, 
stale 1980s decor. Magazines. Chairs. Pendent TV. Grouchy receptionist wearing 
a lab coat, feigning authority. Playing doctor. Playing dress-up. A child’s game. 
Telling them to wait. Glacial ceiling fan, an aimless revolution. Sherri Diviner, Sherri 
Diviner. In there for an hour. His hands holding the pages of SELF. An article on 
aging. The virtue of chia. “It’s important to remember that the body is just a vessel.” 
Out she came. The jingle of keys. Wordless walk to the car. A metronome of soles 
on the pavement. Then the frozen window cramped with finger-drawn stars.
 “Well, let’s try it. Let’s try it,” Miriam said. “Dad, come over here.”
 The old man, a geriatric sea lion, barked out a hoarse and petulant What? as 
Miriam beckoned him. Finally, the man trundled over to the island, his wheelchair 
audibly impoverished of grease.
 “Try what?” Travis said.
 “The heaven tweeting thing. Tweeting from heaven. Whatever it’s called.”
 “What do you mean try it?” Denise said. “You wanna whack Grandpa?”
 “Can’t you test it somehow?”
 “Actually, there is a Deceased setting,” Jeremiah said. “Here, let me see that 
thing.”
 Square of glowing pixels. The fidget of his thumbs. He had once performed this 
for his students to freak them out. Look how invasive our technology has become. 
Rows of bored students. Slumped postures. Ovine curiosity. Who-gives-a-fuck 
expressions. He swiped through the menu until he reached the User Settings, 
upon which he tapped twice, which was followed by an interlude of buffering, 
the cogitation of the machine. Then he scrolled the drop-drown menu for User 
Mortality, his thumb hovering over the Terminate button.
 Jeremiah swiped right.
 “OK,” he said. “The deed is done.”
 In his periphery, he caught a glimpse of Sherri excusing herself from the table 
and vanishing into the mouth of the dark hallway.
 “Now what?” the old man barked.
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 A symphony of MIDI notes. Hands reaching for pockets, the devices glowing 
through the denim.
 “Jeremiah,” Miriam said, “could you? I don’t have my—”
 “To family and friends,” Jeremiah read from the puny screen. “It’s been a most 
blessed year, and though I am gone, I want you to know that each passing day is 
another opportunity to abide in the Lord’s creation. Our cups truly runneth over, 
and my fondest hope for each of you this Christmas season is that you may renew 
your hearts and undergo a profound change of spirit, to be disciples and live out 
the Lord’s call, forever and ever.”
 “I wrote that?” Pops said.
 “Yeah,” Jeremiah said. “Well, not exactly.”
 “It’s actually uncanny,” Marvin said.
 Of course, this was merely a prelude. Exordium to life everlasting. Soon, the 
architecture of their minds would be coded into hard drives, programs to be booted 
up by posterity. Jeremiah now imagined the people of the future—ghoulish androids 
wearing space-age couture, jazzy metallic unitards and ergonomic shoes—call-
ing up his program as their evening leisure, their postprandial entertainment. 
Perhaps his cartridge would be called Millennial Professor, and a hologram of him 
would materialize on their futuristic coffee tables, where they could watch this 
new media instructor wax heartily about the connections between Heidegger and 
Instagram. They would point and laugh at him, a relic from a primitive era, a sim-
ian in tortoiseshell glasses. Look at his old-timey blazer. His musty neurosis. Why 
so hot and bothered about social media? They would regard him the same way he 
regarded thinkers like Freud and Jung, with their crackpot logic and mannered 
tongues. Soon, our mortal forms would rest under gravestones, crumbling molars 
on overgrown hillsides, but our ghosts would be encoded as historical sideshow. 
A quaint museum exhibit in the gadgets to come. An app to be logged on to. All 
of us were shades in waiting.
 Of course, one couldn’t mention this. Not to this family. It conflicted too starkly 
with their eschatology. When you were promised heaven, when you were supposed 
to ascend into a realm of cherubs and streets of pure gold, the prospect of a binary 
afterlife would be cause for a shouting match, a conversation unfit for the season. 
But one day his nieces, Liza and Ruthie, when they were old and gray—and full of 
sleep: Was it Yeats or Auden? Keats?—would be able to resurrect their dear uncle 
through the operations of their apps. Saddest of all, they would perhaps come to 
love this digital approximation, his coded affectations, glitches and all.
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* * *
His phone hummed in his pocket and, seeing that it was his mother, he excused 
himself and went out the side door into the snow-drenched backyard. Here was 
the frosted jungle gym. Here were the leafless black trees that erupted against the 
blue night like the silhouettes of fireworks. Tendrils of smoke puffed from neigh-
borhood chimneys, dissipating among the tin-lantern stars.
 “Hi, Mom!”
 He imagined his mother alone in Hudson, watching Meet Me in St. Louis for the 
eighth time in two days. The anesthesia of old movies, the balm of AMC. Wrapped 
up in Christmas-themed blankets, drinking a bottle of Merlot, using licorice rope 
as her straw. She’d make tipsy phone calls all night and fall asleep on the couch, the 
landline tucked in the crook of her neck, the only source of light the droning TV. 
Hope and Lucy, the old mutts, half-blind and arthritic, snoozing on the rug beside 
her. Mom had been so proud of his accomplishments in grad school. Dissertating 
at twenty-six. Wowzers, muffin. So proud. Beamed at his publication: “Toward a 
Speechless Communication: Telepathy and Cybernetics” in Posthumanism and 
Its Discontents. Had called the article “riveting” though he knew better—it was 
inscrutable, a tract larded with abstruse terminology, a sphinxlike monument of 
words. She told her friends that he was a doctor, which he supposed was true.
 Mother and son now performed the mandatory update. Trimester was chugging 
along. Nice batch of students, good kids. No, no hope for promotion. That’s not how 
tenure worked, Mom. Sherri was good, still plugging away at the firm, the blood 
sport of family law. Gory divorces. Custody battles over toddlers who quailed in 
court. What about you? How was Minnesota? Mom was fine, honey. Same, same. 
All the usual. Work was busy. Went on a date the other night. OkCupid. Guy who 
worked in industrial lubricant. Is that a euphemism for economy-size KY? she had 
said. Sex jelly at Costco?
 “Mom,” Jeremiah said, giving the word a surplus syllable.
 “I thought it was funny,” she said.
 Once their laughter had extinguished, silence passed between, and in the back-
ground of his mother’s house, Jeremiah could hear track laughter from a sitcom 
on her TV. Prompted emotion. Humor on cue. Dad had left her nearly five years 
ago, and though there had been a revolving door of dates, no one had committed, 
since none of her suitors could handle what she described as her “spirited tempera-
ment.” But she had work. And her cohort of yoga friends. And the amusement of 
her pups. The morning trips to the park. Hope and Lucy scurrying through the 
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tall blond dune grass, preying on the odd rodent. Chitchat with the owners of labs 
and mutts. No one traded names, but referred to one another via their dogs. See 
Poolie over there, the husky? I’m her mom. Or, Brooklyn, the Rottweiler, he’s mine. 
Still, it was a community. A daily social engagement.
 Teeth clicking in the cold. Every exhalation ghosted out in front of him.
 Better hurry this along.
 He was really sorry not to be there again this year for Christmas. In the back-
ground, on the TV, there was an outpouring of studio applause. Obligatory ovation. 
Oh no, honey, it was fine. She understood the importance of tradition, that it must 
be fun at the Portsmith house with that big family, the little kids zooming around, 
all keyed up for Santa. Just like him in the old days. Getting up before dawn in his 
dinosaur jammies. Jeremiah had a flash of his mother waking the next morning: 
stale hangover breath, Cabernet teeth, and the glare of a December dawn. TV blar-
ing infomercials before the Disney parade. Empty stockings hanging limp over the 
gas-fueled fire while the Keurig dispensed a single cup of coffee. Her lone outing 
on the holiest of days would be a trip to the Cineplex, sharing the balcony with 
the odd demographic of Muslims, atheists, and Jews. The setup for a joke whose 
punch line would never come. The movie—an action flick—would end with heroic 
damage, inexorable ruin.
 “We’ll be there on the thirtieth, OK? Maybe we’ll stay and ring in the New Year 
with you. OK, Mom?”
 A pause. Muffled script. Garbled voices.
 “Mom, OK?”
 “That’d be nice, honey. That’d be swell.”
 The murmur of TV.
 “Love you.”
 “Love you.”
 A commercial break.

In the bathroom, Jeremiah drank. Fetched the thimble-size Jameson from his jacket 
and quaffed it down with quivering, febrile movements. On the wall opposite the 
toilet was a grid of marriage portraits. Why matrimonial shots proved a suitable 
visual accompaniment to defecation was totally beyond him. But it was the stuff 
of Restoration Hardware. In theme with the swan-shaped soap dispenser and the 
rose hip potpourri, both of which were stationed near the sink.
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 Here was Sherri and him, a black-and-white shot of the newly hitched couple, 
standing in a steroidal garden, exuding conjugal bliss. Muscular daffodils, vulvar 
tulips. With Jeremiah in black tie and Sherri in a vintage dress. He was kissing his 
wife’s temple while she beamed into the camera. Orthodontic smile.
 He sat on the rim of the bathtub, nipping from the dwarfish bottle. If not a 
commingling before God, what had their marriage been? Their officiant—a close 
friend—had procured his certification online for fifty dollars and was given a secu-
lar honorific: the Lord of Time. Hardly were they opportunists, so they couldn’t be 
pegged with trying to game the tax code. Nor did they intend to have children, so 
the tradition of a common surname lay outside their concern. In truth, the institu-
tion seemed unbefitting, stained with a patriarchal legacy, so that even after their 
engagement, Sherri insisted, in jest, that she be referred to as Jeremiah’s chattel. 
Still, something drew them to it. A vestige of the old ways of thinking. Akin to the 
way atheists, upon hearing a sneeze, will utter an earnest and unthinking Bless you. 
Or maybe it seemed like a higher choice, an existential escape hatch, these swapped 
vows, a portal through which he and Sherri could flee the endless procession of 
one thing after another. Their twenties had been a parade of experimentation, an 
interminable costume change of possible selves, and the early days of their courtship 
had involved flipping through those albums of discarded identities. In college, for 
instance, Jeremiah had fancied himself a socialist with a button-covered knapsack 
and a Lenin goatee. Took poetry workshops. Hung out in dive bars. Drank boiler-
makers amid machinists and stevedores. One of his conversational tics at the time: 
Right on. Brandished placards. Had been a decibel in the human microphone. 
Even contributed a few salvos to tracts and zines. But soon the sit-ins and die-ins 
seemed a rote performance, an anticipated rebellion, especially when you registered 
for a permit to protest and bought your dissident couture from Urban Outfitters. 
This is what democracy looks like? So a hiatus, then, from all things political. 
Did a news fast. Eschewed the Russians and bought a volume by Eckhart Tolle. 
Eventually, he shaved off the dagger of facial hair and went straitlaced, purging his 
system of toxins, even taking a vow of celibacy. For a month, he consumed only 
chamomile and sunflower seeds. Couldn’t stomach Christian theology, so deferred 
to Eastern thinking, hoping the nonthought of Buddhism would leaven his tem-
perament. Three times a week he sat in full lotus, droning monotonically, sipping 
yerba maté among women with names like Powder and Duet, and lanky men in 
loose-fitting clothes who possessed features of striking androgyny. But whenever he 
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sat on the cushion, with his eyes fixed on the temple’s chestnut floor, his thoughts 
would swerve to prurience and his gaze would wander to the woman on the mat 
in front of him, the waistline of her yoga pants dipped low enough to reveal a  
noisome peace sign. After two weeks without intimacy, he had wet dreams.
 Which was probably a fair indication of just how adolescent this experiment had 
been, Sherri had said. They were lying on his bed, in his apartment downtown, 
after their fifth date. Nude, smoking cigarettes, an oscillating fan humming in the 
corner. They glowed pale in the moonlight and swapped these aggrandized biog-
raphies. It was, he said. That’s exactly what it was, this desperate, groping search 
for some semblance of authenticity was, in the end, a boy’s errand, never mind 
the fact that his efforts were the very thing that kept him from coming by a belief 
system honestly. But he didn’t want to live like that anymore. He didn’t know how 
to live—he was ready to admit this—but he didn’t know how to reconcile this with 
his feelings for her, feelings that over the course of the last month had felt genuine 
and true, he said, he didn’t know why, and that right now he was trying to come by 
all these contradictions and ironies honestly, that this right here was all his elaborate 
bumbling attempt to say that he really thought he was falling for her—think of 
that phrase what she may. An interlude of silence. Outside, the city offered traffic 
shush, transient chatter, a distant alarm. He watched her soften beside him.
 Somehow this seemed the only prerequisite for love. The decision to see it the 
same way. Which was the beginning of all religion. Maybe this was the substance 
of their commitment. Because everything after this moment would be collected 
as gospel—every date, the shared lease, the engagement, the November wedding, 
the dumpy little house close to campus—all of it would be chapter and verse in a 
trajectory full of cosmic meaning. The theology of us. The survival of a marriage, 
it seemed, hinged upon belief.

The Christmas table was a horn of plenty. Platters of meat and bowls of mashed 
potatoes were lined up across a cloth runner, which itself spanned the length of the 
buffet and displayed a quilted yuletide theme—reindeer gamboling across a snowy 
pasture, toting a Santa who waved at no one. Jeremiah mistook the candied walnuts 
amid the spinach for a plague of roaches until he squinted and the nuts presented 
themselves for just what they were. Enough candles to satisfy a séance. The room 
glowed something odd, and the ring of faces around the table were strangely lit, 
waxen and spectral, as if each were holding a flashlight under chin, spooky miens 
telling ghost stories round a fire.
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 He stood at his chair, watching in-laws fill their plates, using their distraction 
to review the main points of his prayer. Brandished his napkin and brought it to 
his brow, which was lacquered with a clammy sweat.
 Alan, who’d been smiling at him across the table, now rose and clinked a knife 
upon his tumbler, calling for silence. All conversations dimmed and were soon 
extinguished, the children the last to quiet. “Well,” he said, “it is so good to have 
the entire clan here tonight, and I’m just so thankful you all made it here safe and 
sound, especially given what’s been going on in the world.” Spreading across the 
table was a low hum of recognition about global misfortunes. The ritual content 
of MSNBC. Flashes of beheadings. Cities emitting helices of dark smoke. Faraway 
children draped in gore. In the waiting room, through the wall, he thought he had 
heard the drone of the machine. The whir of a vacuum. Shook his head now, ban-
ishing the thought. Etch A Sketch brain. “As is our annual custom, one among us 
delivers the family prayer, a time-honored tradition in the Portsmith family, and 
I’m happy the task has fallen this year to the most recent addition to our family, 
someone who I think we can all agree is just about the best thing to have happened 
to Sherri, a man I’m happy to call my son, even though we’re still working on get-
ting him to call me Dad.” An opera of laughter rose from the table, his relatives 
turning and nodding at one another in mutual acknowledgement of Jeremiah’s 
churlish behavior. At the corner seat, Sherri was performing with her napkin a 
little origami of anxiety, fretting its corners, pretending to laugh. “So then, without 
further ado, Jeremiah, our man of lamentations, why don’t you go ahead and give 
thanks?”
 All heads snapped to his end of the table, evoking a crowd at a tennis match. 
His vision was opaque with liquor and unplanned nerves. Faces were smudged in 
the candles’ bronzy light, and the silence teetered on the edge of faux pas. The men 
at the table cleared their throats in hopes of ameliorating the quiet, and Ruthie, 
unlearned in social graces, quailed, “Mom, what’s happening?” Denise shushed 
her. A pregnant pause. Finally, Jeremiah made a prolegomenous sound, a phlegmy 
cough that alleviated the tension, and managed to invite everyone to bow their 
heads. He, too, dropped his gaze, his joints noodly with booze.
 “Dear Heavenly Father,” he began, his voice pillow-talk quiet. Too seductive. 
Bieber-soft. Stay focused. “Around this table and sitting before you tonight is a 
family of four generations, a large and good family from the Midwest—tight-knit, 
wholesome, religious—a family living in the United States of America at a difficult 
time in history. Some say the end of it. It is an era of enormous wealth and coveted 
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freedoms, one unavoidably haunted with terror, but one during which the living are 
preoccupied by many distractions and delicious entertainments.” Sounded credibly 
reverent. The last few weeks of listening to Jonathan Edwards on audiobook had 
paid off. Praise be to LibriVox. It was Christmas, and the Jameson had endowed 
him with newborn courage, so why not aim for a Dickensian register, even if he 
was an atheist? Why not summon some orthodoxy of spirit? “And yet tonight I do 
not wish to solicit advice about or protection against the unforeseen events of our 
time, nor do I request that you upend those sterile ideologies that bring men to such 
violence. Tonight, on this evening of yuletide cheer, I wish only for our table to be 
reminded of those older, less noisy verities, what some may call ‘the richer gifts’—
of family, of the heart’s enduring contours, of true love.” He peeked at the table, 
glimpsing his mother-in-law’s hand stretch across the serving dishes to clutch her 
husband’s palm. A marriage of four decades. Jeremiah was strangely moved. Then 
the table’s stillness resumed. With their drooping heads, they looked slumberous, 
a circle of narcoleptics. “In Romans chapter thirteen, verse eight, we are enjoined  
to, quote unquote, ‘Owe no one anything, except to love one another—’”
 At this point, Sherri looked up from her lap, her expression bald with shock. 
Perhaps merely at the exegetic nature of his prayer? Perhaps she, too, was strangely 
moved?
 “It is a verse that has been a durable source of confusion for me these last few 
weeks, the kind that keeps a man up and stalking the hallways late at night. And 
many a thinker more patient and pious than I have devoted themselves to under-
standing its essence, so I hope my listeners won’t mind if I humbly defer to their 
claims. It is a matter of debt, Kierkegaard tells us, true love is. This is what Romans 
thirteen wants to teach us. But it’s not a brand of debt with which we may be fa-
miliar. Speaking in my own case, Sherri and I have known its manifold varieties: a 
mortgage, a car lease, student loans. Colossal numbers. In truth, we’re swimming 
in it, and in some sense, our every action could be construed as an effort to pay 
down these figures, to be released, emancipated from them. But let this occasion 
be an opportunity to forgive ourselves if we’ve missed out on life’s offerings be-
cause it seemed necessary and proper to settle accounts.” He glanced at his wife, 
but Sherri was staring at her plate. Eyes open, head unbowed, no longer trying to 
perform the choreography of a prayer. Looked abstracted, exiled in memory. The 
expression of someone playing solitaire. “But the debt of true love, of Romans 
thirteen, Kierkegaard’s debt, is different. Not a difference of degree, but one of 
kind. It is an infinite debt. One that cannot be worked out by the arithmetic of the 
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ledger. This debt is eternally renewing, without amortization, without history.” 
His nieces at the children’s table now rested their heads on their fists, their cheeks 
scrunched, their eyes pinched shut, possibly asleep, miniature emulations of his 
college students nodding off during a lecture on Instagram. This prayer wasn’t for 
them. “We give and give, sacrifice and relinquish ourselves for our beloveds, again 
and again, not in an effort to get ahead or balance our books, but only that we 
might remain forever indebted to them. To love another person is to ensure one’s 
own continual liability, a loan paid down to them in perpetuity, a sacrifice given 
freely, joyously, always and forever.” A male voice—Travis’s—let out a gruff Amen. 
“As we dispatch our hearts toward this verse tonight”—dispatch our hearts?—“we 
might find a sturdy example of this kind of love at the other end of our table, in the 
form of two parents, dutiful and instructive, Alan and Miriam, who have been an 
abiding font of love to their children for decades. Now let us be reminded of this 
timeless notion, a richer gift, that regardless of the whims and wiles of time, we 
will always have this, our shelter, a place of enduring debt, of love. A refuge called 
home. Bless us now, Lord, and these, thy gifts.”
 And when he raised his head and said amen, there was only a brief pause before 
the table echoed him.

The house was a labyrinth, a winding corridor of kitchen, dining room, study, and 
parlor, rooms that gave way to more rooms like an Escher drawing as he chased his 
giggling nieces. Arms outstretched, growling indeterminately—he had forgotten 
what creature he was supposed to be. Woolly mammoth? Ghost of Christmas Past? 
Charybdis? Scylla? On their fifth lap through the kitchen, he grabbed Sherri’s arm, 
tugging her into this caper, which she joined reluctantly. He was trying anything, 
at this point, to resuscitate his old self. The guy who lotioned her feet after she 
tripped on a cactus in Arizona. The guy who jogged through a snowstorm when 
her car broke down on the side of the highway. The guy before the navy plus sign 
materialized on the thin plastic wand. Even now, in the chaos of the Christmas 
celebration, surrounded by a roster of laughing relatives, the images came back to 
him: The abracadabra of their bodies, the dark math. Time-lapsed arguments. Stuff 
of Bergman. Scenes from a Marriage. Across their kitchen table were scattered lists 
of pros and cons. Cost-benefit analysis. Wisdom of Friedman. Neoliberal logic. 
Law school debt. Grad school debt. Absurd numbers. Sherri brooding, huddled up 
in the dining room chair, wearing one of Jeremiah’s shirts, poring over the figures 
and ultimately pitching prudence. She had said, The life we have now is what we 
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want for ourselves. And later, It’s the only thing we can afford. He had insisted it 
was her decision.
 Trotting through the hallway, he snarled again.
 The girls shrieked.
 Ha.
 Ha. Ha. Ha.
 Into the foyer now, where bits of road salt winked on the welcome mat. Up 
the staircase, the girls giggled through their ascent and then thumped down the 
second-floor hallway. Hotfooting after them, Jeremiah turned to see that Sherri was 
taking the steps at a cautious, measured pace, an adult unamused by recess games,  
her head stooped to observe every step. At the top of the landing, the hallway 
was dark and midnight quiet. Blindly patting the walls, feeling for a light switch. 
Then, at the end of the passageway, a hyphen of orange appeared at the bottom of 
the door. Go into the light! Wisdom of Poltergeist. He and Sherri had watched that 
old screamer last Halloween, a pagan holiday Jeremiah took seriously. A day to 
raise the dead. Every October, he made trips to Costco to get economy-size bags 
of packaged sweets. Bragged on Twitter about their bounty, posting a picture of 
the peanut butter cups piled in a big mixing bowl. #kingsize. #thathouse. Waiting 
for trick-or-treaters, he and Sherri sat on the couch and flipped through horror 
movies from their youth. She had a theory that the villains of the genre signified 
global antagonists from the era in question. Krueger = Khrushchev. Scream mask 
= xenophobic fear of the hijab. Setting his Chianti on the sideboard table, Jeremiah 
rested his head on his fist and envied the contours of her mind. He remembered 
thinking that it was better this way, that if there were a little one in the house he 
could never relax like this. Glanced past her into the kitchen and imagined a tod-
dler careering across the tile. Pudgy blond rascal in a fleece onesie asking for milk. 
Or an infant squalling from the crib. He’d have been a horrible father. Edgy wreck, 
babyproofing the house. Bubble Wrap on every hard corner. Alarm system for the 
doors. ADT. Operators standing by. Yes, Mr. Diviner, how can I help you? Locks 
on every window. He’d probably buy a revolver. But then he’d worry about their 
little one finding it. Damned if you do, damned if you—he’d heard about dads who 
became insomniacs, who camped out in the nursery, watching all night the rise 
and fall of their infants’ sleeping chests. The menace of SIDS. Abrupt departures. 
That evening, the doorbell rang twice. A Buzz Lightyear. A bedsheet ghost.
 With Sherri lost somewhere in the darkness behind him, he barreled into the 
bedroom where his nieces were waiting. Troll-like voice. “Fee fi fo fum, when I 
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talk this way don’t I sound dumb?” The girls squealed, already under the covers, 
Frozen comforters over an inflatable mattress, which was situated on the floor of 
Denise’s old bedroom. On the dresser, there was a battalion of trophies, little golden 
women locked in volleyball postures.
 In no time, the girls were begging him and Sherri to do Boris and Natasha. He 
looked up at Sherri, who was standing in the doorway, arms crossed, leaning against 
the jamb and smiling at her nieces’ laughter. She called this routine his avuncular 
vaudeville.
 “You girls, let me tell you, this year has been trouble,” Jeremiah said, assuming a 
glottal Russian accent, “our village faced many privations, and now Natasha won’t 
leave the house. We lost a donkey and inside she grieves all day. Only one thing 
please her: Vladimir, our neighbor, borrowed us a CD player. You know this device? 
Plug it in and soon voices come out? Heady American music, yes? Well, Natasha 
acquaints herself with the Britney Spears. Are you yourselves an acquaintance of 
this vocalist? ‘Hit de baby, one more time,’ yes?”
 “That’s not how it goes,” Liza said, laughing.
 “Hit me baby,” Ruthie said.
 “No, no—I’m certain it’s ‘Hit de baby.’ You know, quick whack when de child 
goes boohoo. This is a ditty for American mothers fed up with babies, no?”
 Ruthie stood up. Flustered. Little-kid indignation. “That’s. Not. How. It. Goes!”
 “The girl is right, Boris,” Sherri said, doing her best Natasha. “The song means 
to say that the baby should hit the Britney. This baby is no ordinary baby, Boris. Is 
ninja-baby. Is fierce, well-trained baby. When I dance to the Britney in the parlor 
of our abode, I am moving as if to elude the attack of this baby, you see.”
 Ruthie collapsed in frustration, emitting a theatrical sigh. Every emotion was 
learned through performance, a pantomime revealing the genuine article. Once, 
during his first time meeting the family, Liza and Ruth tugged on his pant cuff and 
took him aside to inquire with sheer earnestness, Have you ever played house?
 Eventually, they persuaded the girls to lie still for a story, the four of them piled 
together on the inflatable mattress.
 The susurrus of gathered comforters. The plosives of adjusted blankets.
 He read in an animated voice that grew more mechanical as the girls grew quiet. 
By the time Goldilocks tried the second bed, he was imagining a distant future in 
which these nieces would deliver his eulogy, a soaring oration. Old chapel. Walls 
of stained glass. Pews filled to the brim, impossible heat, funeral programs used as 
fans. In the front of the church, Sherri would weep gently, wearing a puckered black 
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gown with a lace veil that went concave and convex with each lachrymose breath. 
There’d be family and colleagues and distant friends. Scores of old students who 
came to pay their respects. An inspiration, they’d say. Changed my perspective on 
things. You know, he was the whole reason I went the nonprofit route? Middle-aged 
women would approach his wife and lean into her ear, confiding, He was such a 
looker when I had him for Virtual Citizenship. All of us would go back to the dorms 
and dish about what a hunk he was.
 Sherri got up and flicked the light, immersing the room in sudden darkness.
 “Come on,” she whispered. They padded out of the bedroom, Jeremiah tiptoe-
ing behind her, into the dark hall. He followed her down the corridor, grazing 
his fingertips along the wall to trace his progress. Could just barely discern her 
disappearance into a bedroom that seemed only a few paces away. What was this? 
Some kinky newborn urge, an indiscretion at a family holiday? A little yuletide 
deviance? His relatives’ voices, cheerful and devout, were muffled through the 
floorboards. “Silent Night” blasted from the stereo, limpid and bell clear.
 He veered left and was swallowed up by a maw of further darkness, entering what 
mental cartography suggested was his wife’s old bedroom but she hadn’t flicked 
the lights, so he wasn’t entirely sure. Stumbled finally on what felt like her feet. 
Kneeling before her, his eyes beginning to adjust, he could scarcely distinguish a 
lump of darkness on the carpet. Used his hands to inspect her contours and could 
feel that she was supine on the floor, assuming a corpse pose. It had been a hobby 
of the last few months. Hot yoga. Torrid postures. Something for herself. On his 
knees, he felt her nudity. Legs forked into a comely Y, a shape that made him think 
only of the inquiry. A good question. Hadn’t fucked since before the appointment. 
Why now? What had come over her? Her clothes were puddled on the floor. He 
found himself performing the old locomotion, unbuckling his belt and squirm-
ing out of his jeans, but before he could fully remove them, the figure on the floor 
clutched his shirt and dragged him to the ground. Her motions were forceful and 
brusque, emptied of all connubial sweetness. Something lewd about the way she 
reached between her legs, clutching him, stuffing it inside her. The body is just a 
vessel. Upon him, she felt different, balancing with one hand tented on his sternum, 
her head averted to the side then lolling backward to face the ceiling. Speedily his 
head was empty of everything except the sensation her movements made, and his 
scalp peeled back and his mind broke clear until his whole body sputtered incan-
descently in a way that ended as quickly as it started. With his wife still atop him, 
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he breathed into her hair. Fogbank of shampoo. The bedroom slowly returned to 
him, the murmur of a holiday party transpiring below them.
 She dressed in the darkness, a contorted silhouette.
 “So the prayer was that good, huh?” he said.
 Tepid laughter. She blurred toward the closet.
 “You never told me what you thought.”
 “It was good,” she said.
 “You can be honest.”
 He discerned her movements through sound alone—a brisk rustle of cotton.
 “Prayers are supposed to be between you and God,” she said. “I guess I don’t 
see why my opinion matters.”
 A click, and then warm saffron light doused the room. Her parents had preserved 
it with archaeological care, as though her youth were some priceless historical 
artifact. The patrician voice of a docent: Now here, to your left, is the Millennial 
Exhibit. They are a species cosseted by parents, in thrall to technology, and raised to 
harvest gold stars. Look, but don’t touch. The carpet was the pink of a strawberry 
milk shake, and a triptych of New Kids on the Block posters was still tacked above 
the bed. It was odd, this custodial upkeep of Sherri’s girlhood, a way to foreclose 
the possibility of ever going on.
 “I just didn’t want your parents to be disappointed in me.”
 “Why can’t you just be your own man on this?” she said.
 “What does that mean?”
 She sat next to him on the floor with a prim formality. A visitor at a sickbed.
 “You can’t just pantomime the faith,” she said. “You could have just recited the 
Lord’s Prayer like I suggested, and then I wouldn’t have to field a thousand ques-
tions from my family about ‘Gee, Jeremiah seems like he’s really searching.’ You 
can’t just own up and say, ‘I don’t believe in God. I don’t want to do this.’”
 “I was being respectful.”
 “There’s a difference between being respectful and earning someone’s respect.”
 Where had this come from? This bit of received wisdom, like an adage from a 
Snapple cap. Perhaps she’d been talking to her sister again. Denise did attend that 
Tony Robbins event last year. Abiding the power of positive thinking, or some such. 
He now had a clear image of the two sisters in the basement before his arrival, 
wrapping presents on the Ping-Pong table, Sherri delivering a doleful summary 
of the last few months. Rivulets of mascara, wiping her eyes with the cuff of her 
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sweater. Saying—what? He tried to summon up the words she’d use, but balked at 
the idea of her speaking about him in the third person, as if he were some kooky 
coworker or one of the urban specimens she often spotted at the gym. Someone 
already on the periphery. A shadow, a shade.
 Voices were calling from the stairwell, trilling their names. Sherri told him to 
clean up, as if what they’d just done were some gory procedure, a complicated 
surgery that required wary hygiene. They were going to be late for church.

Outside, their feet scuffled on the salted sidewalk and everyone exhaled vapor. Little 
tusks of steam. Overhead, ice-laden branches clicked together in the brittle wind. 
Cryogenic Wonderland. Houses were silhouettes against the star-pocked sky, and 
the attitude of Sherri’s family had taken on a giddy aspect, their happy voices echo-
ing down the empty street. The kind of family Julie Andrews might sing about. So 
loud were their effusions that Jeremiah could hardly distinguish one conversation 
from another, catching only snatches here and there. Miriam, skipping despite a 
back surgery last fall, was suggesting that wassailing was in order, but no one had 
taken up the proposal. Travis was telling Alan that his devotional fitness website 
had gotten half-a-million views last year. The phrase “digital ministry” emerged 
crisply from their mumbled exchange. Sherri, in a dark goose-down jacket, was 
walking with Denise at the front of the Portsmith herd, where they cuddled one 
another with the unbridled affection of sisters. Inaudible exchange. Heads rest-
ing together, a Siamese aspect. Jeremiah straggled at the end of the pack. Used 
the privacy to rummage through his jacket and palm the last airplane serving of 
Jameson. Don’t mind if I. Dawdled a minute as the family advanced and covertly 
downed it while pretending to tie his shoes. As he began to walk again, the lit-up 
houses displayed the stage sets for other lives. Suburban Fictions. In one ranch, a 
plump man lay recumbent in front of an entertainment center, his face washed in 
blue light. In the next house, a big bay window looked upon a gift-giving scene, a 
mother fetching presents from the tree while children in church clothes waited. 
What would be his and Sherri’s fate? These Portsmith family gatherings wouldn’t 
go on forever. Soon Alan and Miriam would succumb to illness or old age, and the 
distance between Sherri and her siblings would lengthen. Marvin would probably 
go on some far-flung adventure to South America, becoming an expat who’d send 
weatherworn postcards with cryptic updates. And Denise and Travis’s kids would 
eventually have their own children. For a while they’d invite Sherri and Jeremiah 
to their holiday celebrations, but eventually the clan would swell to such a size that 
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Uncle Mia and Aunt Sherri would become a footnote, an afterthought. And it’s 
not like his own family would be any consolation. His parents were similarly long 
in the tooth. He and Dad hardly talked. Muttered updates, infrequent texts. And 
every day he braced himself for the phone call from Mom’s neighbor, Mr. Donavon. 
Or perhaps the ranger at the dog park would buzz him on his cell. Son, Brooklyn 
the Rottweiler’s mom found your mother’s body by the banks of the pond, with the 
pups nestled beside her. Heart attack. Went quickly, son. Again, the dogs were with 
her, so there’s that. Would have to take out a loan to have her buried. The budget 
of an adjunct. Imagined pleading with the dour funeral director to make a deal. 
Discount flowers. A markdown casket. They’d no doubt adopt her pups. Without 
their own families to comfort them, Jeremiah would do everything to make Sherri 
feel as though the two of them were a discrete unit, a family. Welcome mats printed 
with the diviners. Would compose a holiday newsletter they’d send to all their 
friends, replete with sunny declamations and copious emoticons. Sherri just made 
partner at Whitney, Wiley & Chase. :-) And Jeremiah has retooled his syllabus for 
the fifth time in two years. Somehow convinced his department chair that HBO’s The 
Wire instantiates Foucault’s biopolitics, which should make for a fun semester! We 
miss you all! Can’t wait for another Portsmith reunion! For their annual Christmas 
card, he’d set up appointments with Glamour Shots at the Steam Town Mall, in-
sisting that he and Sherri wear spoof sweaters knitted with Christmas trees, little 
bells serving as festive epaulets. Mock smiles. Keep everything jovial and ironic. 
Absent their own children, they’d treat one another like kids, giving each other 
presents from “Santa.” This was what they wanted, wasn’t it? To be everything to 
the other? Soon they would occupy a sprawling mansion rife with artifacts and 
posh amenities, a museum of culture, treasures from trips abroad, taken because 
they were unencumbered by children, fragments against the ruins. Investment 
sculptures. Porcelain figurines from Belize. A wood carved crucifix. Things a child 
could break. No gauzy sentiments. No finger paintings on the fridge. No stray toys 
strewn across the hallway. Every meal would be a curated exhibit, soundtracked 
with experimental jazz. Let’s do Thai linguini with duck. Let’s try dry-rubbed pork 
with arugula sprouts. There would be no Kraft boxes. No shells and cheese. No 
kids coming home after a semester at State.
 Jeremiah stood alone at an intersection whose lights were flashing gold. Amber 
Alert. The Portsmiths were beyond him now, lost in a sea of dark parkas and knit 
hats entering the plaza a few blocks ahead. Veering in this direction, he began 
to hear distant music, hints of old songs that hadn’t yet resolved into discernible 
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melody. Everything was whiffs and vague nostalgia. The town square was lavishly 
decorated. Gaudy lights, winking colors, and festive mannequins. Rivaled that one 
Chevy Chase movie, which was probably being broadcast on a twenty-hour loop at 
this moment. The programming of TNT. Perhaps he should call Mom again, just 
one more time, just because. They would stay through the New Year. He knew he 
meant it now. He’d convince Sherri that it was the right thing to do. They could 
see their friends another night, any time. On their way into town, he’d purchase 
four bottles of Moët and would stop at the party store for hats, buzzers, and bags of 
confetti. The three of them would have a ball. A trio of fun. Rounds of gin rummy 
while watching the ball drop on network TV. Would pilot the conversation away 
from OkCupid, the amorous disappointments, the dog park. He’d keep everything 
buoyant and light. Mom, did I ever tell you about the time? The time I wrote “Logical 
Phallacy” on the board and the guff the students gave me? Or wait, you’ll love this. 
Hear this one? Hold on. Let me tell you. About the time. The time.
 Perhaps it was the Jameson, but the plaza had taken on the antic quality of a carni-
val or burlesque. Carousel swirl. Endless tableaux of Germanic tradition. North Pole 
elves making trinkets and dolls. Keebler Sweatshop. Where was Sherri? Where was 
his wife? The scene was a parody of Foxconn, and he wanted desperately to whis-
per these inane observations in her ear. Make her laugh. The only fortress against  
the world’s disappointments was making his wife laugh. The theology of us.
 Here was a plastic diorama of reindeer taking flight over the plaza’s fountain, 
which had been drained for the season. A shallow bowl filled with wishing coins. 
Toddlers in down snowsuits posed next to it while parents snapped photos with 
smartphones. “Honey, look at me. Look at Mom.” Everyone was breathing steam.
 Soon, he was among a memorial of pine trees. Each year, the town invited resi- 
dents to erect small Christmas trees for all the dead they wished to remember 
during the holiday season. Each one had been placed by an aggrieved family, the 
branches festooned with relics of the life in question. There must have been a hun-
dred conifers. Strange to think that many members of the community had passed 
away this year, and yet the Portsmiths knew none of them. Here was one whose 
branches were adorned with pictures of a lanky boy in nerd glasses. Freckle-dusted 
nose and pearly buckteeth. School photos in front of heathered backdrops. The most 
recent portrait looked to be from about the seventh grade. Arrested development. 
An ornament of a glittered snowflake, a craft from art class. A ten-speed Huffy 
was parked near the base of the tree, its kickstand lost in the snow. Bouquets of 
frozen flowers rested softly against the deeply treaded wheels. Jeremiah imagined 
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the head-on collision, the boy’s body thrown from the handlebars, the eldritch 
animal sound emitted as he tumbled limb-sprawled toward the earth.
 Here was another. A fogy with a nest of gray hair. Face creased like a pecan. A 
wincing smile at a family wedding. In his eighties, probably. A long life, his death 
a welcome relief. A photograph from decades ago, the same man, except now he 
was on a tropical beach, sporting a virile moustache and turquoise swim trunks, 
clutching the shoulder of his teenage son. Another photo was a military portrait, 
a green beret perched jauntily on the man’s razed scalp, his expression sober and 
severe. Toward the bottom of the tree, in a gilt bell-shaped frame, was an ancient, 
sun-damaged photo of a boy holding a fishing rod at the lip of a pier. Insane this 
compilation of self. How many lives this little boy would live.
 He kept walking through the exhibit. A horse-drawn carriage clopped past, a 
touristic anachronism. A family was nestled in the coach, drinking hot chocolate, 
pointing at those below them. “Hello!” they shouted, laughing and bundled. “How’s 
it going down there?” Jeremiah, swept up in the joyous mood, found himself wav-
ing as the buggy receded through the plaza. Remembered a line from his lecture 
on Cavell. A journey of ascent. Another vision of family life. End Credits to a Film. 
Where was Sherri? Where was his wife?
 He turned now and discovered a huge, unadorned pine tree. Strange, this one. 
Inspecting its branches, he found no article of existence, no record of a life pre-
served. He stood there for a moment in the sinking temperatures as the plaza 
began to empty, with more and more town residents heading for the church on 
West Elm, whose bell tower clanged with a torrent of shiny emissions, discordant 
chimes, a call to service. Maybe the survivors had been unwilling to memorialize 
this person? Bought the tree, but then gave up the ghost? Too painful, too soon. 
Snow crunched underfoot as he orbited the unembellished branches. Or perhaps it 
was a cenotaph in waiting. Maybe there was a moribund patient, gowned and gray 
on a cot at Mercy General, a terminal case, and the tree had been purchased as a 
preemptive strike. The Bush Doctrine applied to the terminus of a person. Mission 
Accomplished. Except there was something tacked to its apogee. He could see that 
now. Where either an angel or a nova—depending on your beliefs—should be. 
Some little placard. A notecard-size something that Jeremiah could hardly touch. 
Maybe a bit of windblown detritus that got snagged in its branches? A coupon? A 
business card? A retail flyer? He could not reach.
 He felt overcome with sadness, a boy’s nervy longing for home, so he sought the 
closest approximation. Swerving and stumbling out of the memorial, he trudged 
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along the snow-hampered paths, dimpled and rucked from the steps of other 
people, and knocked into a semicircle of carolers, a local thespian group in anti-
quated fashions—frock coats and bowler caps, long skirts and bonnets—who 
were singing “Do you see what I see, do you see what I see”—one of whom now 
interrupted the song to ask in gruff baritone, “Hey, man, are you OK?”—until he 
was back on the side streets, the windows of which were dark, their interior lights 
recently extinguished, so that he no longer had other lives to name and judge,  
examples by which he could measure his own. To anyone watching, he appeared as 
a blur of darkness among greater darkness. The Portsmiths were trusting people, 
their locks never turned, so Jeremiah floated up the front walkway and entered 
the house, ascending the staircase, its bedrooms silent except for the respirations 
of sleeping toddlers, the house itself vacant of the parents responsible for them, 
parents who were right now reading hymn sheets in the creaky pews of the church 
on West Elm. Abstaining from Mass, Marvin snored on the front hall couch, and 
Jeremiah crept past him, taking refuge in Sherri’s old bedroom. A temple of pink. 
Stripped quickly, trying to exterminate his thoughts, fetching from his suitcase a 
pair of fleece pajamas his mother had sent him for his birthday last year but which, 
he felt, were too big for him. Appraised himself in the dresser mirror, above an 
ancient Sony stereo, on whose speakers rested stacks of old CDs. Soul Asylum, Live, 
Nirvana, and Hole. He was thirty-three years old, with graying temples and incipi-
ent gingivitis. A husband with a lettered disposition. Behind him, in the mirror, 
was a movie poster for Back to the Future, the DeLorean riding on a bolt of galactic 
light, a vested McFly in the driver’s seat next to Christopher Lloyd, who wore a 
shocked expression and Einstein hair. Beneath this, the nightstand was cluttered 
with vials of old nail polish and a jewelry box lacquered with decoupage. Letters 
of varying size had been snipped from glossy magazines. besties. forever. sexy. 
chicks. Reminded him of a ransom note. The font of a serial killer.
 He went to the bed and pulled back the duvet. Desperate for distraction, he al-
lowed himself a trespass, lifting the box from the nightstand, feeling as though he 
were unsealing an urn. Emanating from the container was a faint feminine scent, 
a whiff of an old Abercrombie fragrance, which reminded him of the mall of his 
youth. Slices of grease-smeared pizza. Manic arcade. Endless kiosks of trinkets 
and baubles. Easier times: Parents who’d pick you up as soon as you called collect. 
The last generation to use a pay phone. The clearance racks stationed in back, by 
the dressing room. Try it on for size. The box contained dozens of folded notes 
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bearing his wife’s name surrounded by cartoon hearts and hastily drawn stars. Of 
course, he opened them. Adorable sentiment. Protestations of abiding passion. 
Allusions to incidents from lunch hour, study hall, and weekend soirees. Don’t 
let it get stuck in there like Corona bottle, Sarah! Privy jokes. Some less opaque 
than others. Adolescent code for underage drinking, veiling a favorite brand of 
rum. My favorite book this semester was definitely Tuesdays with Morgan. HAHA! 
Beneath the missives was a wilted flower—a prom corsage—plus a half-smoked 
cigarette and a melted 45. An odd archaeology. And what was this? A bulky cell 
phone, its exterior a translucent lime green, a carapace that revealed its electri-
cal innards. Old Motorola. A young technology. Couldn’t believe it powered on, 
emitting a corporate tone, familiar as breath, as anything. Didn’t get a signal, and 
the battery icon in the corner of the screen was blinking in a way that seemed 
dire and desperate. Its life was very low. There was only so much time. The date 
on the home menu read  July 17, 2003. Paged through the contacts and soon 
Jeremiah was treated to a roster of trendy millennial names: Allie, Ashley, Katie, 
and Lindsey. Who were these girls? Old bosom buddies from days gone by. The 
high school clique. Strangers to him. Digital ghosts. Facebook friends, pictures of 
whose children Sherri was sure to like.
 Pressed the Back button. Old reflex. Returned to the main menu. Next to the 
flashing battery was also an icon of a tape reel. Looked like ∞. Infinity? Then he 
remembered how to interpret these symbols. New voice mail. Was this a glitch of 
the device, or was it possible that this bygone message really went unheard? Held 
down 1 and waited for the system to start. An operator asked him for a four-digit 
code. A blind guess, a stab in the dark. 3-4-1-2. The last four of Sherri’s social. He 
knew her so well.
 First unheard message: Hi, it’s me. His heart swelled. A girl’s voice, bright and 
joyful and clear. Who was this girl? What was her name? I’m calling from Jake’s 
phone because mine’s lost. It was his wife. Sherri’s voice. Discernible despite the 
lapse of fifteen years. Resurrected from this old system of wires and circuitry. She 
was leaving a message for herself? In the background, there was the din of a base-
ment party. Parents out of town. Slight echo, as if this girl were huddled up in a 
bathroom. Chamber of damp tile and dripping sinks. Talking to herself. I just did it 
with J in the laundry room and I guess I just wanted to know what my voice sounded 
like at this moment. Hooligans pounding on the door, joking about not being able 
to hold it. The girl’s response was a spurious giggle, already fluent in how to play 
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along. Gotta go. It was a voice of a person who did not yet know Jeremiah, who 
had not stood before a single jury, a girl unburdened by mortal choices, a girl with 
her whole life ahead of her. As they say. To replay this message, press One.
 One. One. One.
 Jeremiah was standing at the window in long, flowing clothes, the gadget affixed 
to his temple. It occurred to him that Sherri was beyond him now, that he alone 
was sequestered with grief. That her seduction an hour ago was her amendment, 
a revision to the scripture, a way to scrub away the spatter of what they had done. 
How long had it been since she had last taken her pill? Here he was thinking that 
she wanted to get back in the old way with him, but with the phone against his ear, 
he understood Sherri was using him to recover something else. Some semblance 
of the hope in this girl’s voice. Because mine’s lost. The body was just a vessel. He 
was ready for the responsibility, if that’s what she wanted. There were many ways 
of getting back to her, and this might be one of them.
 On the nightstand, his own phone whirred with the arrival of two new messages.
 Where are you, it said.
 You’ll never believe what Mom found.
 Soon there were other voices. Muffled by the windows and the December wind. 
Jeremiah looked outside, through his breath-clouded reflection in the glass, where 
the town slept. Lights were burning softly on doorsteps, at the ends of expensive 
driveways, in the dim windows of second-story bedrooms, softly burning with 
artificial radiance, any way to light the path home. It was his family, the voices, 
their words cheery in tone, but in substance, curt and indistinct. They were in the 
yard now, crowded around the light of the vacant manger, live ones set against a 
cast of glowing statues. It was hard to discriminate among them, but his heart was 
open, and his eyes were steady and clear. Hanging on this stranger’s every word, 
he pressed his hand to the window and waited for his wife to notice him.


